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Company Profile
The Sinopro group:
In 2008 Sinopro was founded. It developed to become a nationally recognized industrial chemical manufacturing company.
While many of the early successes were in commercial joint ventures, it would not be long before the independent projects far
outnumbered the joint venture projects. That continuing trend has resulted in more than 90% of all Sinopro Group projects being
“Independent” in nature now. Growth is a byproduct of commitment and customer loyalty. When combined with a family of
employees and agents dedicated to satisfying a client’s needs and solving serious problems, customer loyalty is created. Sinopro Group
is fortunate to have forged relationships with clients that have spanned decades. Those relationships and the challenges that dedication
often brings, have strengthened our company and fueled our growth.
OIL, GAS & CHEMICALS
The group was formed with the acquisition of SINOPEC Shengli Oilfield Supply and Service Co. Ltd. Sinopec was established as a
specialized platform to provide support and supply chemicals, equipment, and labor services for oversea projects which were held by
SINOPEC Shengli Oilfield in Kazakhstan, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Indonesia and 12 other countries and regions.
Sinopro Group has successfully worked in the Oil, Gas, and Chemicals industries for over 10 years. Working in Upstream, Mid-Stream
and Down-Stream markets, we understand the industry and all of the phases involved. From oil field drilling to heavy petrochemical
and specialty chemical projects. Sinopro thrives in the Oil, Gas and Chemical markets.
As a global specialist in chemical manufacturing, sourcing and supply, we focus on developing and delivering the industries best
possible technology—combined with the high level of service vital to support global E&P operations. The Sinopro division provides a
full suite of specialty products and services to support drilling, completions, production and midstream projects in all major sectors of
the oil and gas industry.
Through its recent merger with Cornerstone Enterprises, the group is continuously growing. Cornerstone has managed a qualityfocused Asian supply chain since 1991, which sources and produces an enormous range of wholesale and retail-ready consumer goods
for some of the best-known companies in North America, South America and Europe.
In 2016 Sinopro acquired Grow Lux Ltd. The United Kingdom based wholesaler in the agricultural and hydroponics industry. This
gave the group its first wholesale outlet into the European market. Grow Lux holds a strategic position within this market. Having
developed a number of leading inventive products over the years for both commercial agriculture and the booming hydroponics
market.
The Sinopro group now manufacture these products here in China with a direct route to market through Grow Lux into the European
market.
To this day, we forge new relationships and welcome new challenges. Today, Sinopro is a nationally ranked company with over 50
employees and agents, several regional and international offices providing multi-disciplined services to a wide variety of markets both
in the U.S., Europe and in several other select foreign locations.
The group now holds the strategic position in China to manufacture and source a unique range of products and provide unparalleled
services to our clients globally.
Our governance structure is built on the premise that a group of individuals with diverse perspectives can reach better decisions
through discussion and debate. In an environment where great ideas are allowed to flourish, our associates are bound by a common
purpose and a shared set of values, providing you our client with an exceptional level of products and services.
INTERNATIONAL
The group’s commitment to its clients has no boundaries. Several clients have invited us to work on projects in their operations
abroad. In a couple of instances, we’ve established permanent warehousing to continue to be of service to them.
We are proficient in both logistical and administrative issues required for executing a successful project outside of China. Often, these
issues are equally as critical as manufacturing. Regardless of your project’s location. The associates of our group are all multilingual and
when working abroad we are considerate of the host country’s policies, workforces and culture.
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